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      Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Summer School on Mathematical Philosophy for Female Students Munich Center for Mathematical Philosophy (MCMP) July 21, 2021 Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism Mayra Huespe National University of Littoral Santa Fe, Argentina mayrahuespepaz@gmail.com Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 1 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Introduction Ante rem structuralism proposed by Shapiro is one of the main contem- porary programs of the philosophy of mathematic. From this approach, mathematical theories study ante rem structures. For Shapiro’s program, ante rem structures can be analyzed from two dif- ferent perspectives: the places-are-objects and the places-are-offices pers- pective. The thesis of collapse is the option that Shapiro’s program offers to analyze the same set of axioms as algebraic sentences, from the places-are-offices perspective, or as assertory sentences, from the places-are-objects perspec- tive. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 2 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Introducción An unclear aspect of the ante rem program is the extension of the collapse thesis. Every set of axioms that can be analyzed from the assertory con- ception can be analyzed from the algebraic conception. But not every set of axioms that can be analyzed from the algebraic conception can also be analyzed from the assertory conception. Objetive The objective of the present work is to develop a clear understanding of two fundamental aspects of the thesis of collapse: the extension of the thesis and the reasons to maintain this extension. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 3 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Parts of the presentation Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliography Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 4 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliography Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 5 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Ante rem structuralism For ante rem structuralism, mathematical theories study ante rem struc- tures. The ante rem structures are exemplified by systems. Informally, systems are set of objects. In model-theory terminology, systems are model theorist’s structures. One of the main theses of this program is that the ante rem structures are independent of the different systems that exemplify them. The natural-number structure is independent of the von Neumann ordi- nals or Zermelo numerals. These systems exemplify the natural-number structures, but the structure exists independently of both systems. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 6 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Isomorphism Definition Let L be any signature, let A be any L -structure with the underlying domain A, and let h : A −→ B be any bijection. We can use h to induce another L -structure B with the underlying domain B, just by changing the assignments in A , that is to say, by stipulating that s B = h(s A ) for each L -symbols s. Then, h : A −→ B is an isomorphism. Ante rem structures are what the isomorphic models “have in com- mon”. They are something like abstractions from isomorphic models. In other words, they are the form of isomorphic models. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 7 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Two perspectives: The principal ontological theses of the ante rem structuralism are formu- lated from a places-are-objects perspective. Places-are-objects perspective: Ante rem structures are bona fide objects. Mathematical theories characterize ante rem structures. Places-are-offices perspective: Structures are not considered bona fide ob- jects. Mathematical theories characterize classes of models. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 8 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliography Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 9 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Assertory and algebraic approaches: The double perspective also applies to axioms. From the places-are- objects perspective, axioms are assertory senteces. From the places- are-offices perspective, axioms are algebraic sentences. Assertory approach: Mathematical theories study specific subject matter. The function of the axioms is to describe a particular mathe- matical domain. Algebraic approach: Mathematical theories study whatever systems satisfy the axioms. Axioms are schematic sentences. The function of the axiomas is to define several mathematical domains. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 10 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr The Collapse Thesis: The Collapse Thesis is the option that Shapiro’s program offers to analyze the same set of axioms as assertory sentences, from the places-are-objects perspective, or as algebraic sentences, from the places-are-offices perspec- tive: Places-are-objects perspective: Ante rem structure are bona fide objects. Mathematical theories study a specific subject matter, i.e. the universe of structures. Axioms describe a particular mathematical domain: an ante rem structure. Places-are-offices perspective: Ante rem structures are not bona fide ob- jects. Mathematical theories define certain domains. Axioms are schema- tic sentences that apply to whatever systems satisfy them. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 11 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr The extension of the thesis: Not every set of axioms can be analyzed from both the assertory and the algebraic approaches. There are sets of axioms outside the scope of the thesis. There are sets of axioms that cannot support the function of the assertory conception and, in consequence, they cannot be analyzed from both approaches. This assertory function consists of describing a specific mathematical domain: an ante rem structure. The axioms that are outside the scope of the thesis are those which cannot describe an ante rem structure. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 12 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliography Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 13 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension The scope of the collapse thesis is limited because not every set of axioms can be seen from both perspectives. It is possible to trace the reasons to support this limited extension in ante rem structuralism. To understand these reasons, I propose to analyze two topics: 1. the dimension in which the distinction between algebraic and assertory axioms appears in general, and 2. the commitments involved in the formulation of this distinction, in the specific case of ante rem structuralism. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 14 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr I- About the dimension The distinction between algebraic and assertory axioms is not about the axioms themselves, but about the intended use of the axioms. The distinction pertains to the pragmatic dimension. We choose between an assertory or an algebraic functions depen- ding on what we decide axioms do: define or describe mathematical domains. It is a pragmatic decision. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 15 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr II- About the commitments In the context of ante rem structuralism, I sustain that this pragmatic decision depends on ontological and semantic commitment. In the specific case of assertory axioms: 1. What is described by the assertoric axioms? Ontologic commitments: The portion of mathematical universe described by the assertory axioms depends on the proposed ontology 2. How these are described? Semantic commitments: the methods used to describe this portion of mathematical universe depend on the chosen semantic theory. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 16 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr II- About the commitments These ontological and semantic commitments are explained from two different theories in the meta-mathematical level: 1. Structure Theory: the subject matter of this theory, i.e., the universe of structures, is the universe of all of mathematics. 2. Standard second-order semantics: this theory explains the semantics of mathematical language. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 17 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr II- About the commitments These meta-mathematical commitments are synthesized into two criteria that Shapiro proposes for mathematical theories: existence and uniqueness. 1. Existence: by the coherent axiom of structure theory, if a second-order formula Φ is coherent, then at least an ante rem structure satisfies Φ. 2. Uniqueness: if a mathematical theory is categorical, i.e. if all the models of the theory are isomorphic, then at most an ante rem structure is characterized by the theory. Both criteria determine that if one mathematical theory is coherent and categorical, then the theory describes one ante rem structure. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 18 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr II- About the commitments These criteria specify the requirements that a theory should satisfy to be analyzed from the assertory approach. 1. What is described by the assertoric axioms? The subject matter of coherent mathematical theories is ante rem structures. 2. How these are described? Ante rem structures are described by categorical mathematical theories. Only categorical and coherent mathematical theories can be seen from the assertory approach. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 19 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr II- About the commitments Ante rem structuralism proposes to bridge the gap between the al- gebraic and the assertory approach to theories. The criteria imposed by the ontological and semantic commitment to the assertory approach also applies to the algebraic approach. Only categorical axioms can be seen from both perspectives. Non-categorical sets of axioms are outside the scope of the thesis. The reason why some theories cannot be seen from both perspectives are found in the ontological and semantic commitments. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 20 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Discussion The pragmatic distinction between algebraic-assertory axioms de- pends on the ontological and semantic commitments of ante rem program. The mathematical theories that fall under the scope of the collap- se thesis satisfy these ontological and semantics commitments, i.e. coherence and categoricity. A problem with this proposal is that some theories that should be able to be analyzed from the assertory conception do not satisfy the criteria imposed by the semantic and ontological commitments. The problem is mathematical theories that pretend to have a specific subject matter but whose axioms are not categorical. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 21 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Discussion What about theories that pretend to have a specific subject matter but are not categorical? How can we understand these theories from the ante rem program? Is first-order arithmetic a strictly algebraic theory and second-order arithmetic an assertory-algebraic theory? Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 22 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Bibliography Button, T., Walsh, S., (2018). Philosophy and model theory. Oxford Uni- versity Press. Hellman, G. (2003). Does category theory provide a framework for mathe- matical structuralism?. Philosophia Mathematica, 11(2), 129-157. Hellman, G. y Shapiro S., (2019). Mathematical Structuralism (Elements in The Philosophy of Mathematics). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Schlimm, D. (2013). “Axioms in mathematical practice”. Philosophia Mathe- matica, 21(1), pp. 37-92. Shapiro, S., (1997). Philosophy of Mathematics: Structure and Ontology. Oxford. Oxford University Press. Shapiro, S. (2005). Categories, structures, and the Frege-Hilbert contro- versy: The status of meta-mathematics. Philosophia Mathematica, 13(1), 61-77. Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 23 / 24 Introduction Ante rem Structuralism The collapse thesis The reasons for the collapse thesis limited extension Discussion Bibliogr Thank you! Mayra Huespe Algebraic or assertory axioms? The Thesis of Collapse in Ante Rem Structuralism 24 / 24 
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